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In the period 22-25 September 2016, IEC Moldexpo hosted the CONSTRUCT-HOME International
Specialized Exhibition of Architectural Projects, Design Solutions, Building Materials, Technologies
and Equipment for a Modern House, fifth edition, and International Specialized Exhibition of
Technologies, Safety Means and Security, fifteenth edition.
State Agency on Intellectual Property (AGEPI) attended the event with an exhibition stand, by which
were present several inventors in the field of construction. All inventions which were exhibited at the
stand are patented with the AGEPI. This work demonstrates both the novelty of the works and the
fact that the inventors realized the importance of protecting intellectual property, namely inventions,
said AGEPI Director General, present at the inauguration ceremony of the event. Octavian Apostol
added that AGEPI encourages inventors from all fields, including in the construction sector, to
continue the work of creating new products and technologies that contribute to improving living
conditions and daily life of people.
At the CONSTRUCT-HOME exhibition were presented products and services for individual
construction and renovation, interior design and planning solutions. For the attention of visitors were
exposed architectural projects; engineering and thermal systems; facades, windows, doors,
automatic doors; finishing materials; design solutions; ceramics; sanitary and bathroom ware, etc.
The business program of CONSTRUCT-HOME also included the exhibition-contest of architectural
projects, the contest of innovative solutions in construction and security, and the Business
Networking Event - a modern tool for establishing business contacts.
The SECURITY exhibition brought together manufacturers and suppliers of technologies and services
in the field of security and guarding. Participants offered the consumers modernization solutions for
security systems, increasing the efficiency of protection of natural persons, houses, offices,
administrative objects.
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